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Abstract:  In this paper author is presenting the origins of credit risk and strategic risks arising in 
social and environmental enterprises through two case studies of such enterprises from Germany. First 
case study covers risks origin of a special purpose vehicle company from Berlin whose project aim is to 
construct a building that will host several socially oriented companies. Second example is researching 
strategic and credit risks of a socially oriented company that facilitates inter-generational finance of 
studies in private universities in Germany.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The research was conducted in Berlin, Germany, during 2018. Researchers were pre-
sented with information about projects, and attended learning journey involving interviews 
with key stakeholders of two socially oriented projects/companies financed by a German 
values based bank. In this paper we are looking into the significance of risks in environ-
mental/social entrepreneurs. Social entrepreneurs could be defined as private individuals 
who are interested in realisation of an environmental and/or socially oriented sustainable 
project. They are motivated by a vision of a better world, which in turn could bring relative 
overlook of strategic risks of the projects they initiate. Observed projects could be defined 
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as High strategic risk – High social interest projects. These projects have underlining social 
mission, and which, in case of success could be economically viable and sustainable. How-
ever, implementation entails high probability of failure, which could eventually default on 
loan obligations. In more realistic scenario, project are financially minimally sustainable, 
however it generates significant social interest. Social interest as a non-monetary measure 
of success is partially quantifiable through the ability of the project to tract social network / 
public support by the community. Low support indicates low social interest bearing projects 
and vice versa.

2. CASE STUDIES

2.1 Building construction project in Berlin, Germany
First case study from Berlin is an example of a development group with the vision of 

having a self-developed city. Project in question scope involves a building that is projected to 
hold a community of businesses in cultural industry. Community holds a mix of creative in-
dustries, education, art, gastronomy, retail and living, there are workshops for bicycles and 
recycling of bags, seminar rooms for professional development, residential studios for art-
ists, studios for creative people from literature, music and comics scene, co-working spaces, 
architectural offices, online services, communications agencies, mini-lodges for guest ac-
commodation, a café, a project hall and a small community gallery. The assembly model of 
project management was used here for a commercial construction development. This model 
entails regular assembly meetings that followed the project flow and made significant mile-
stone decisions. The units are all individually planned according to the needs and possi-
bilities of the users. Their sizes range from 28 to 280 square meters. All project participants 
are users and investors at the same time. Object is located in Berlin, it has typology as a 
construction community for cultural industry. Building contains 14 short term apartments 
between 23 - 54 m2, 3 apartments between 28 - 50 m2, 4 residential / commercial units 
between 70 - 100 m2. It contains 46 commercial units sizes 25-280 m2 with 32% education, 
34% art and creative industries, 15% retail, 15% short-term apartments and 4% gastronomy.

The group realised several projects of which most notable is a commercial building in 
Berlin. Building has three main parts with 26 borrowers financed by a German value based 
bank. One of the three main borrowers was a miniloft hotel, second largest is an educational 
institution. Project is led by one of future occupants and the timeframe for completion lasted 
for five years, and currently is in finishing phases. Total value of the project is cca 17 mil EUR 
and total usable space is 4.700,00 m2. Initial estimation of value was significantly lower, and 
the construction was partially financed by occupants. Key risks of project from banks point 
of view could be credit risk and human factor risk. Identified credit risk is mitigated by di-
versification of stakeholders and further reduced by collateral taken from participants. Also, 
during project the value of property doubled, and is sufficient to cover any residual credit 
risk. However, the coordination of repayment is somewhat complicated having in mind that 
successful repayment includes 26 parties required to simultaneously pay instalments in long 
period of time. Default risk of each of participants’ spills over to unified credit risk of the 
project. Regarding human factor risk, most significant element is key man risk.
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This risk rises through the fact that realisation of presented project required significant 
organizational effort and leadership which is in this project concentrated in one person – 
manager of the miniloft hotel. Initial plan, including financial value estimate, as well as 
timeframe for completion was lower than what eventually happened. Only favourable mar-
ket conditions helped reducing the overall strategic risk of the project.

2.2 Community for student solidarity enterprise
This social enterprise is operating under model which encompasses the reverse gen-

erational contract, which is a financing type that allows anyone to have fair and reasonable 
study funding, regardless of the financial background. With this model the students can 
concentrate fully on their studies, while the social enterprise takes over the payment of fees. 
In return, they commit themselves to giving future generations the similar opportunity. If 
they work and earn more than a minimum income, they pay back a percentage of the in-
come to finance additional students. Due to the income dependency, the repayment adapts 
to the individual potential. Irrespective of the financial background, the training path can 
be chosen freely according to the interest and motivation of the individual. After gradua-
tion, graduates are not subject to any fixed debt, but pay back a percentage of their income. 
At the same time, there are also repayees whose career path leads to higher contributions. 
On average, the different repayments balance out in the solidarity model. In the model the 
risk individually distributed, but taken over by the community. The model was developed 
in 1995 and so far, it has granted more than 2,000 students free access to study. With par-
ticipant first annual salary, if exceeds the limit of € 21,000 income, participant repays the 
percentage of income to the social enterprise. To accurately calculate individual repayment 
contribution, participant submits a copy of the income tax return annually. If participant 
loses job or return to studies, repayment ceases because the annual income falls again below 
the minimum income limit. The repayments automatically end after the repayment years, 
regardless of the total contributions made. Any continuation of contribution beyond this 
period is optional.

Mandate of the cooperative is to promote the social, cultural and economic interests of 
its members through joint operations. To achieve its purpose, the cooperative unit connects 
students, apprentices and trainees with educational and training institutions and serves as 
a platform for equal opportunity and self-determination in education, training, study and 
professional design. Aim of the enterprise is the provision of financing to students, appren-
tices and trainees according. Here, the funds should be paid back, but downstream and 
dependent on the income of the person concerned. For this purpose, the cooperative offers 
the financing model “Reverse Generation Contract”. This will allow for income-based and 
post-financing of educational expenditure. The aim is to make the necessary financing of the 
educational measure through the release of interest and repayment pressure, if the education 
by an economically successful participation in professional life bears fruit. Then the funds 
should be repaid to the extent that the income allows.

In this case study we observe a social enterprise that forms a community of solidarity 
for financing education. It has a mission to reduce financial barriers to education and to 
make education possible irrespective of the financial background of students. Project is cur-
rently led by two former students who were in similar situation of having no viable student 
financing options for private faculties. Through this company, students could be financed 
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for terms as much as 25 years until full repayment. Key risks observable in this project are, 
beside credit/default risk are significant regulatory risk and long term liquidity risk of the 
project. Project is based on strong assumptions that there will be enough new students to 
generate cash flow to repay loan payments from current students, and that there will be no 
regulatory changes concerning the selected area of financing student loans. Taking the 25 
year long commitment on behalf of new students multiplies the magnitude of impact of 
residual strategic risk.

2.3 Conclusions
Both presented cases entailed very important and valuable goals, but in the same time 

significant initial and consequent risks, arising from strong assumptions and the length of 
the projects. In these examples, value bank financing those companies needed to have very 
strong and experienced experts in banking in order to adequately assess risk and support 
such projects. Bank need to have a strong capital base and support by shareholders in order 
to take additional risk to see the projects realized and goals met. Social and or environmen-
tal project entrepreneurs are commonly open-minded, humanistic and passionate about the 
ideas of helping others/planet, can be unaccustomed to regulatory environment or business 
norms, tend to be challenging toward the social norms in general. They can be proud of 
being different form common businesses operation. Entrepreneurs in social and or envi-
ronmental areas can rely on benevolence of people, optimism and in case of not being fully 
aware of risks associated with endeavours proposed especially in long term projects. This, 
along with non-common business ideas, which are unique, without significant historical 
reference, makes the credit risk assessment difficult and lowers banker confidence in project 
success, which consequently raises the financing barrier. However, projects initiated by such 
clients tend to have high social interest return and are more easily supported by the society. 
To authors opinion, in order for social entrepreneur’s projects to be sustainably financed, 
it is essential that value based banks share the additional risk taken in favour of valuable 
goals with the wider population that will benefit from those goals (stakeholders). It is most 
likely unsustainable that small proportion of shareholders in value based banks absorb the 
inherently high levels of additional risks generated by socially or environmentally oriented 
projects. Possible role of the value based banks in such projects is could be a good guard-
ian of shareholders capital as well as guide of the general population support of the cause 
through valid due diligence.
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